
On April 16, the DfT and Agility
trains announced the financial
close on the second set of trains
to be supplied through the
Intercity Express Programme.
This deal covered 92 trains, or
596 cars, and is worth £2.7
billion.
Hitachi claims that for the design
of the interior, about which RMT
have major concerns, “final sign

off is expected shortly”.
The assembly plant at Newton
Aycliffe is expected to open fully
by mid-2015. 
Only four depots will be used to
maintain the new trains. A new
depot is to be built at Stoke
Gifford near Bristol, a
maintenance facility is being
upgraded in Swansea and
Volkervessels UK (subcontracted

by Hitachi) will be working from
a new maintenance depot in
Doncaster. The Great Western
Mainline fleet will be maintained
at the former Eurostar depot in
West London. 
RMT is campaigning to protect
maintenance jobs and has sought
legal advice on matters
surrounding TUPE regulations.
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DEFENDING JOBS, SERVICES &
SAFETY ON INTERCITY TRAINS

RMT is fighting to defend jobs and conditions as the union awaits details
of the final interior layout of the latest Intercity Express Programme trains



On-Board Catering
It is essential for on-board
catering to have full catering
provision including:

• full kitchen
• restaurant service 
• at seat first class service 

with meals cooked on 
board

• re-generated meals served 
at-seat

• a full buffet 
• trolley service

Both the restaurant and buffet
service must be accessible to all
passengers.

Guards
RMT believes that Guards’
accommodation with drop-down
windows and all relevant safety
devices should be included in
any new rolling stock, and is
fully opposed to Driver Only

Operation. 
It is essential for the Guard to
have complete control of both
the opening and the closing of
the power operated doors,
including selective door
operation. All doors must have
drop down windows for the
Guard to observe during train
dispatch.

Engineering
Engineering grades are
particularly at risk “as Hitachi
have been chosen as the
company to build, supply and
maintain the new rolling stocks
with depots being planned for
building. 
This will have potential
consequences for our engineering
members that are currently
employed in-house at FGW and
East Coast”.
RMT is seeking legal advice
concerning TUPE; initial advice
received is unclear at this stage.

The protection of the terms and
conditions of existing staff is a
high priority.
RMT is to seek recognition rights
with Hitachi on the IEP.

Cleaning
On-board cleaning is essential on
all services and this will
necessitate on-board
accommodation for rest periods. 
All grades working on-board
must be in-house.

Drivers
Drivers should only need to focus
on driving the train. 
RMT believes that the opening
and closing of doors is not the
responsibility of Drivers.
For well documented safety
reasons doors need to be
controlled seperately by a Guard.
The union is asking to be
consulted on the layout of
drivers’ cab. n

WHAT RMT IS FIGHTING FOR ON THE
INTERCITY EXPRESS PROGRAMME 
RMT sets out its demands grade by grade while expressing concern
over the lack of consultation about the physical characteristics of the
Intercity Express Programme’s new rolling stock

CAMPAIGN
BADGES
Badges will soon be
available through
your regional office.
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WHAT RMT IS DOING
RMT has written to the Department for Transport outlining the union’s grave concerns about the
Intercity Express Programme. We have requested an urgent meeting to discuss the IEP for each of the
franchises affected.

East Coast has informed RMT that it also shares the union’s concerns regarding the lack of car
facilities and Guards’ accommodation and has indicated that they will also write to the Department of
Transport with a recommendation that further analysis is undertaken. 

However, East Coast have also said that due to the current franchise situation they cannot make any
strategic recommendations to the DfT as they will not be running the franchise when IEP is deployed
from 2018.

This is because the publicly owned East Coast is due to cease running the operation as a result of the
government’s commitment to re-privatise the service. 

Additionally, RMT have written to all bidders of the East Coast franchise stating our position on IEP
which is as follows:

l Keeping a Guard on every train
l The retention of buffet car facilities
l Ensuring that the maintenance of IEP trains remain in-house
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